This index covers all documents in the following series issued by the secretariat during the calendar year 1958: L/, SR.13/, W.13/, THIRTEEN/, IC/W/, IC/WPl/, IC/WPl/INF/, IC/SR., IC/INF/, TNE/., TNB/INF/, TNS/., TNS/INF/, TNC/., COM.II/., INF/.

Administration of the General Agreement

(see "Meetings of the CONTRACTING PARTIES", "Intersessional Procedures")

Agenda

13th Session
Advance
Provisional

Explanatory notes to provisional agenda
Discussion, Intersess. C'me
Adoption of, Agenda as adopted

Agricultural Adjustment Act

(see "United States waiver ...")

Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties

(see "Article VI ...")

Application (definitive) of the General Agreement

(see "Article XXVI ... Definitive application...")

Article I: general most-favoured nation treatment

(see Australian treatment...", Italy: waiver..., United Kingdom dependent..., United Kingdom waiver...")

Article VI: anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties

Invitation to submit suggestions for further studies
Suggestions submitted by contracting parties for further action
Proposals by Norwegian and Swedish delegations for further action by CONTRACTING PARTIES
Discussion 13th Session
Approval of proposals as amended by Chairman for convening a Group of Experts
Timing of meeting of Group of Experts
Memorandum from Czechoslovakia and Sweden
Article XI: general elimination of quantitative restrictions

(see "Belgium: waiver...", "Hard-core' balance-of-payments ...", "Luxemburg: waiver...", "United States waiver...")

Article XV: exchange arrangements

Malaya and Ghana: Membership of International Monetary Fund

Article XVI: subsidies

(see also "Subsidies: notifications...")

Declaration of 30 N y., 57 Extending the Standstill
Provisions of paragraph 4

Status on 24 Sept, 58
Discussion Intersess, C'ee, 24-26 Sept. 58
Note by Exec. Sec, on status of
Discussion 13th Session
Procès-Verbal extending validity of Declaration until
31 December 1959

Article XVII: state-trading enterprises

(see "State-trading...")

Article XVIII: governmental assistance to economic development

(see also "Quantitative restrictions ... Consultations under Articles XII:4(b) and XVIII:12(b)") and "Quantitative Restrictions ... Review ...")

Status of contracting parties in relation to paragraph 4

Note by Chairman of CONTRACTING PARTIES

Sections C and D

Proposed questionnaire for guidance of cps
on information to accompany notifications under
Section C and applications under Section D
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58
Revised questionnaire
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 15 Oct. 58 and questionnaire
as approved
Article XVIII: governmental assistance to economic development (cont’d)

Annual review under paragraph 6 of measures applied pursuant to Sections C and D

Ceylon

Report on operation of releases granted to Ceylon in Section C
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Panel on Article XVIII
Membership, terms of reference of Panel
Note by Ceylon delegation
Draft and final report of Panel
Discussion and adoption of report

Ceylon

Notification under Section C

Entry into force of releases granted by Decision of 28 Nov. 57
Discussion Intersess. C’ee 24–26 Sept. 58
Notification and request for releases on toothbrushes, electric bulbs and sarees made of cotton mixed materials
Discussion 13th Session appointment of Panel
Membership and terms of reference of Panel
Working papers

Decision of 22 November 1958

Article XIX: emergency action on imports of particular products

Australia - Schedule I
Printed cotton textiles - action affecting import of
United States request for extension of time-limit - request granted 13th Session
Draft decision
Decision approved
Decision of 17 November 1958 extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Austria - Schedule XXXII
Porcelain - temporary increase of duty

Federal Republic of Germany - Schedule XXXIII
Suspension of General Licence for imports of hard coal and hard coal products by Germany
United States request for extension of time-limit - request granted 13th Session
Draft decision
Decision approved

I/881, Rev.1
SR.13/5
W.13/8
W.13/23
W.13/52, I/933
SR.13/21
I/820
IC/SR.41
Rev.1
SR.13/5
W.13/8
W.13/15, 19, Add.1,
23, 24, 29
SR.13/21, I/932
L/797, Add.1–2
L/863
L/855
SR.13/14
W.13/41
SR.13/17
L/920
Article XIX: emergency action on imports of particular products (cont'd)

United States - Schedule XX

Safety pins - Decision of 4 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Safety pins - Decision of 4 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Safety pins - Decision of 4 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Stainless steel flatware - recommendation for withdrawal of concession

Stainless steel flatware - recommendation for withdrawal of concession

Stainless steel flatware - recommendation for withdrawal of concession

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - recommendation for increase of duty

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - recommendation for increase of duty

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - recommendation for increase of duty

Clinical thermometers (Item 218(a)) - Tariff Commission recommendation; President accepts recommendation

Clinical thermometers (Item 218(a)) - Tariff Commission recommendation; President accepts recommendation

Clinical thermometers (Item 218(a)) - Tariff Commission recommendation; President accepts recommendation

Spring clothespins - Decision of 24 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Spring clothespins - Decision of 24 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Spring clothespins - Decision of 24 Apr. 58 extending time-limit in Article XIX:3(a)

Spring clothespins - discussion Intersess. C’ee.

Spring clothespins - discussion Intersess. C’ee.

Spring clothespins - discussion Intersess. C’ee.

14 Apr. - 2 May 58

14 Apr. - 2 May 58

14 Apr. - 2 May 58

Lead and zinc - Tariff Commission investigation of imports of

Clinical thermometers - Decision of 8 Sept. extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Clinical thermometers - Decision of 8 Sept. extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Clinical thermometers - Decision of 8 Sept. extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Hatters fur, item 1520 - restoration of concession

Hatters fur, item 1520 - restoration of concession

Hatters fur, item 1520 - restoration of concession

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - decision by President not to take escape clause action

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - decision by President not to take escape clause action

Umbrella ribs, stretchers and tubes - decision by President not to take escape clause action

Lead and zinc - President's decision, 22 Sept. 58, to impose quota restrictions on imports of

Lead and zinc - President's decision, 22 Sept. 58, to impose quota restrictions on imports of

Lead and zinc - President's decision, 22 Sept. 58, to impose quota restrictions on imports of

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58

Lead and zinc - discussion 13th Session on imposition of import quotas by the United States

Lead and zinc - discussion 13th Session on imposition of import quotas by the United States

Lead and zinc - discussion 13th Session on imposition of import quotas by the United States

Draft decision

Draft decision

Draft decision

Decision of 22 November 58 extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Decision of 22 November 58 extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Decision of 22 November 58 extending time-limit in para. 3(a)

Article XXII: consultations

(see also "European Economic Community: Consultations with Member States...", "German import restrictions...")

Procedures for consultations adopted on 10 Nov. 58

Procedures for consultations adopted on 10 Nov. 58

Procedures for consultations adopted on 10 Nov. 58

SR.13/17

SR.13/17

SR.13/17

W.13/57

W.13/57

W.13/57

SR.13/21, L/940

SR.13/21, L/940

SR.13/21, L/940

Article XXVI: Acceptance, entry into force and registration

Application of the General Agreement

Territories to which the Agreement is applied

Territories to which the Agreement is applied

Territories to which the Agreement is applied

L/843, Rev.1, Rev.1/Corr.1

L/843, Rev.1, Rev.1/Corr.1

L/843, Rev.1, Rev.1/Corr.1
Article XXVI: Acceptance, entry into force and registration (cont'd)

Definitive acceptance of the Agreement

Suggestion by Chairman Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) that governments submit information on existing mandatory legislation and accept Agreement even though with reservations

Report by Exec. Sec. (Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58)
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58
Note by Exec. Sec., on status of acceptance of
Discussion 13th Session

IC/SR.38
IC/W.77
IC/SR.41
I/905
SR.13/18

Article XXVII: Withholding or withdrawal of concessions

United Kingdom, withdrawal of concessions initially negotiated with China (Schedule XIX)

Swedish, withdrawal of concessions (Schedule XXX) initially negotiated with Colombia, Philippines and China

I/786
I/950

Article XXVIII: Modification of schedules

Greece – invocation of paragraph 5
Tariff Negotiations 1957 – extension of time-limit to 30 June 58
Discussion Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) and extension of time-limit to 13th Session
Australian request for authority to renegotiate items in Schedule I; authority granted by Intersess. C'ee 9-10 July 58
United States request for authority to renegotiate items in Schedule XX; authority granted by Intersess. C'ee 9-10 July 58
Swedish request for authority to negotiate certain items
Annulment of agreement reached in 1955 between Greece (Schedule XXV) and Turkey (Schedule XXVII) involving modification of concessions in both Schedules
Swedish request to renegotiate, discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58, authority granted
Australian request to renegotiate, discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58, authority granted
Norwegian conversion of specific duties and request to negotiate
Note by Norwegian delegation
Recommendation by Working Party on Schedules, 13th Session on authority to negotiate
Discussion 13th Session and approval of recommendation
Article XXVIII: modification of schedules (cont'd)

Cuba - formal notification to initiate negotiations I/909
Australia - request for authority to enter into renegotiations, authority granted 13th Session SR,13/13
Denmark - request for authority to enter into renegotiations, granted 13th Session SR,13/16
Sweden - request for authority to enter into renegotiations, granted 13th Session SR,13/21
Note by Exec. Sec. proposing extension of time-limit for negotiations W.13/56
Extension to end of 14th Session of final date for completion of negotiations SR,13/20

Article XXXV: invocation of against Japan

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58 IC/SR.41
Discussion 13th Session SR.13/11
Haiti, India - withdrawal of invocations I/952, SR.13/2

Australian treatment of products of Papua-New Guinea

Unshelled peanuts and peanut kernels - notification pursuant to para. 2 of Decision of 13 Nov. 56 L/815
Note proposing extension of duty-free entry to all veneers from Papua-New Guinea pursuant to Decision of 25 Nov. 55 L/842, Add.1
Fifth Annual Report (1958) L/896
Discussion 13th Session SR.13/12
Australian request to raise most-favoured-nation duty on unshelled almonds; authority granted SR.13/21

Balance-of-payments import restrictions

(see "Quantitative restrictions")

Belgium: waiver from Article XI

Third Annual Report under Decision of 3 December 1955 L/877, Corr.1*
Discussion 13th Session, appointment of Working Party on Agricultural Waivers SR.13/7
Membership and terms of reference W.13/11, Rev. 1-2
Draft and final report W.13/40, I/919
Adoption of report SR.13/18

Brazilian tariff

(see "Tariff Negotiations Committee...")

*English only
Budget and finance of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Interim report on Financial situation as at 24 Jan. 58
Estimates of expenditure for 1958 and other
administrative matters
Intersees. C'ee. discussion (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) on
administrative questions
Report on audit of accounts of GATT and ICITO Staff
Benefit Fund
Budget estimates for 1959
Proposals concerning income budget for 1959
Working Party membership and terms of reference
Discussion 13th Session appointment of Budget
Working Party
Report by the Exec. Sec. on financing of 1958 budget
Report of Working Party
Adoption of report and approval of recommendations

Cambodia: Application of the General Agreement

Discussion Intersees. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58 on
Admission of
Discussion 13th Session; statement by representative
of Cambodia
Draft Decision
Decision of 17 Nov. 58 on arrangements for
Accession.

Central American Free-Trade Area

Note by Exec. Sec. on Participation of Nicaragua in

Ceylon

(see "Article XVIII: Notifications...Annual Review...")

Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Procedures for election of - note by Exec. Sec
Opening statement by Chairman
Election of Chairman, amendment to Rules of Procedure
re term of office
Election of Vice-Chairman
Closing statement by Chairman
Commission on International Commodity Trade

Revision terms of reference and convening of special session, New York, March 1959
Exec. Sec. authorized to attend above Session on behalf of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Commodity Trade
(see "Trade in Primary Commodities...")

Common Market
(see "European Economic Community...")

Complaints
(see "French assistance to...", "French stamp...", "Italian assistance to...", "Italian discrimination against...", "Italian measures...", "United States restrictions...")

Consolidation of GATT Schedules
(see "Schedules: Consolidated text of")

Consular formalities
Action pursuant to the recommendation of 31 Nov. 57
Discussion 13th Session

Consultations
(see "Article XXII...", "Quantitative restrictions...")

Cuban tariff reform
Entry into force of new tariff and action under Decision of 30 Nov. 57
List of items subjected to Import Restrictions
Discussion Intercess. O'ee
Discussion 13th Session
Preliminary report by Cuban representative, proposal for establishment of a Tariff Negotiations Committee

Tariff Negotiations Committee
Composition of Committee, proceedings of first meeting
Customs Union

(see "European Economic...", "Franco-Tunisian...")

D

Declaration on the Continued Application of Schedules

Status on 24 Sept. 58
Status on 1 Nov. 58

Derestricion of documents

Special derestricion agreed at 12th Session
Derestricion on 28 Feb. and 31 Mar. 58
Derestricions on 30 September 1958
Special derestricions agreed upon at 13th Session

Documents distribution

Distribution for Thirteenth Session

E

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)

(see "Commission on International Commodity Trade")

Election of Officers of CONTRACTING PARTIES

(see "Chairman "...")

European Coal and Steel Community

Sixth and final report by Member States
Discussion Intersess. C'ee. 14 Apr - 2 May 58
Statement by Austrian delegation re Sixth Report
Intersess. C'ee report (Section I(c))
Discussion 13th Session, adoption of

*English only
European Economic Community: Treaty Establishing the

Trade aspects of Community - note by Czechoslovak Government
Discussion Intersess. C'ee. (14 Apr. - 2 May 58)
Discussion Intersess. C'ee. (24-26 Sept. 58)
Resolution adopted by the Six Member States at the Agricultural Conference, Stresa, 3-11 July 1958
Discussions 13th Session

Consultations with Member States under Article XXII

Procedures agreed by Intersess. C'ee. (14 Apr. - 2 May 58)
Procedures for consultations - communications from the Council and Commission of the EEC
Discussion Intersess. C'ee. (24-26 Sept. 58)
Request by Rhodesia/Nyasaland re unmanufactured tobacco
" " Dominican Republic re sugar
" " United Kingdom re cocoa, coffee, bananas
" " India re tea

Procedures for consultations - amendments recommended by Intersess. C'ee
Discussion 13th Session
Approval of Intersess. C'ee recommendations
Requests for consultations with Member States
Statement of conclusions for approval by CONTRACTING PARTIES (proposals by the Drafting Group)
Discussion 13th Session and approval of statement of conclusions
Statement by the representative of the Council of Ministers of the EEC

Working Party on the Association of Overseas Territories

Statements by representatives of France and Interim C'ee for the EEC
Work programme Jan.- April '58
Cocoa: Commodity Note No. 1
Note by Ghana; by United Kingdom
Coffee: Commodity Note No. 2
Note by United Kingdom
Information received from Member States on tariff rates and restrictions on imports of cocoa, coffee, tea, sugar, bananas and tobacco
Tea: Commodity Note No. 3
Additional commodities proposed for study
Statement by Government of India

IC/SR.38
IC/SR.41, L/886
L/890
SR.13/8, 15, 19
IC/SR.38
L/822, Add.1
L/811
L/831
L/832
L/838
L/841
L/886
SR.13/8
SR.13/15, L/928
W.13/5
W.13/49/Rev.1*
SR.13/19
L/936
L/783
IC/WPl/4/Corr.1
IC/WPl/5
IC/WPl/5/Add.1; Add.2
IC/WPl/6
IC/WPl/6/Add.1
IC/NPl/7, Rev.1
IC/WPl/8
IC/WPl/9
IC/WPl/10

*W.13/49 has been cancelled and withdrawn.
European Economic Community: Treaty Establishing the (cont'd)

Working Party on the Association of Overseas Territories (cont'd)

Sugar: Commodity Note No. 4
Note by Dominican Republic

Bananas: Commodity Note No. 5
Note by Dominican Republic and United Kingdom

Tobacco: Commodity Note No. 6
Note by Fed. of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

Commodities proposed for study

Oilseeds and vegetable oils: Commodity Note No. 7
Note by United Kingdom

Work programme for 26 Feb. to 12 April 58
Cotton: Commodity Note No. 8
The consequences of a preferential tariff system (note by United Kingdom)

Jute and Hard Fibres: Commodity Note No. 9
Timber: Note by Ghana
Timber and Plywood: Note by United Kingdom
Pepper: Note by United Kingdom
Gloves: " " " "
Assava: " " " " ; Sago and Tapioca
Natural rubber: Note by Ceylon
Wattle Bark and Extract: Note by South Africa
Pineapples: Note by South Africa
Nutmegs and Other Spices: Note by United Kingdom
Peas and Beans: Note by United Kingdom
Canned Pineapples: " " " "
Pyrothrum: Note by United Kingdom
Lead Ores and Concentrates and Other Ores and Metals:
Note by United Kingdom
Raw Hides and Skins: Note by United Kingdom
Bauxite and Alumina: " " " "
Lead: Note by Canada
Bauxite and Aluminium: Note by Canada
Procedures for the completion of outstanding reports

Working Party Report to Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. 58)

Report on Cocoa
" " Coffee
" " Tea
" " Bananas
" " Sugar
" " Tobacco
" " Oilseeds
" " Cotton
" " Jute and Hard Fibres
" " Wood
" " Aluminium
" " Lead
European Economic Community: Treaty Establishing the (cont'd)

Working Party on the Association of Overseas Territories (cont'd)

Discussion Intersess. Comm. (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) IC/SR.38
Data re customs duties in Member States and proposed duty rates of Common Tariff IC/823
Meeting of Drafting Group on 21 July 58 to complete reports IC/WP1/37

European Free-Trade Area

Statement by rep. of OEEC to Intersess. Comm., 26 Apr. '58 I/812
Discussion Intersess. Comm. (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) IC/SR.38
Discussions Intersess. Comm. (24-26 Sept. 58) IC/SR.41
Report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES I/886
Discussion 13th Session: Intersess. Comm. instructed to follow developments SR.13/15

Expansion of International Trade

(see "International Trade..."

F

Fellowship programme

Note by Exec. Sec. SR.13/7, 13
Discussion 13th Session I/865

Fifteenth Session

Discussion 13th Session on arrangements for and programme of and place of SR.13/19

Fourteenth Session

Date and place of - discussion Intersess. Comm.
24-26 Sept. 58 IC/SR.41
Discussion 13th Session on arrangements for and programme of and date of SR.13/19

Franco-German Treaty on the Saar

France - First Annual Report pursuant to Decision of 22 Nov. 57 I/894
Germany - First Annual Report pursuant to Decision of 22 Nov. 57 I/895
Discussion 13th Session SR.13/12
Franco–Tunisian Customs Union

Discussion InterSess. C’ee 24–26 Sept. 58  IC/SR.41

Free-Trade Area

(see "European..., "Nicaragua...")

Freight Dumping

Discussion 13th Session on South African memorandum appointment of a Working Group SR.13/16, Corr.1
Approval of conclusions of Working Group SR.13/18

French assistance to exports of wheat and flour

Presentation of Australian complaint to InterSess. C’ee (14 Apr. – 2 May 58) and appointment of a Panel for Conciliation; membership IC/SR.38 SR.13/8
Discussion 13th Session SR.13/7
Draft and final report and recommendation by Panel for Conciliation W.13/43, I/924 SR.13/20, I/924
Recommendation of 21 November 1958 SR.13/20, I/924

French discrimination against imported agricultural machinery

Discussion InterSess. C’ee 24–26 Sept. 58 IC/SR.41
Statement by French representative 13th Session on removal of discrimination SR.13/7

French stamp tax

Discussion 13th Session SR.13/15

Futures markets

(see "Trade in primary commodities...")

German import restrictions

(see "Quantitative restrictions ...German import restrictions")
"Hard-core" balance-of-payments import restrictions

Discussion 13th Session
Draft decision
Decision of 5 Nov. 58 extending time-limit of
Decision of 5 March 55
German requests for concurrence under the "Hard-Core"
Decision of 5 March 55 re certain non-agricultural
products

Indices and lists of documents

Index to summary records of 12th Session
Documents index, 1 Jan.- 31 Dec. 57
List of documents issued from 1 Jan.- 31 Dec. 57

Interim Coordinating Committee for International
Commodity Arrangements (ICCICA)

Report by Chairman, 13th Session
Discussion
Nomination of Chairman

International Chamber of Commerce

(see "Marks of Origin", "Professional equipment...", "Trade in primary commodities...")

International Convention to Facilitate the Importation
of Commercial Samples and Advertising Material

(see "Samples...")

International Trade - trends and developments in

Report by Panel of Experts

(see also "Ministerial meeting 13th Session")
Appointment of Panel
Note by Executive Secretary on draft report
Intersess. C'ee (24-26 Sept. 58) discussion
release of Panel report
Amendments to report
Statements by Ministers
International Trade - trends and developments (cont'd)

Expansion of

Appointment of Drafting Group to prepare terms of reference and procedures for Committees on Expansion of Trade
SR.13/7
United States proposals for tariff negotiations
W.13/47, SR.13/16
Referred to Drafting Group
INF/63
FAO resolutions on agricultural support policies
Statement by FAO representative
W.13/39
Report by Drafting Group, draft decision for establishment of Committees I, II and III and terms of reference
SR.13/17
Discussion and adoption of decision

Committee I - Tariff reductions
Composition and terms of reference
SR.13/20, L/939

Committee II - Trade in agricultural products
Composition of and terms of reference
SR.13/20, L/939
Procedures and preparation of data
COM.II/1

Committee III - Other measures for the expansion of trade
Composition of and terms of reference
SR.13/20, L/939

Intersessional Committee

(see also "Intersessional Procedures")
Discussion meeting of 14 Feb. 58
IC/SR.37, Corr.1
Agenda for 14 April 58 meeting
IC/W/69
List of representatives
IC/INF/13, Add.1-2
Information for delegations
IC/INF/14
Discussion
IC/SR.38, Corr.1
List of representatives meeting of 3 June 58
IC/INF/15, Add.1
Discussion
IC/SR.39
Discussion - meeting 9-10 July 58
IC/SR.40, Corr.1,2,
Agenda for meeting 24 Sept. 58
IC/W/74
List of representatives
IC/INF/16, Add.1
Discussion
IC/SR.41, Corr.1
Draft report on work between 12th and 13th Session
IC/W/80
Agenda for meeting 15 Oct. 58
IC/W/83
Discussion
IC/SR.42
Report of C'tee to 13th Session
L/886
Discussion and adoption 13th Session
SR.13/17
Election of
SR.13/20
Membership between 13th and 15th Sessions
L/941

English only
### Intersessional Procedures

Note by the Exec. Sec. on organization of business
Discussion 13th Session appointment of Working Party on Organization
Working Party membership and terms of reference
Proposal by the German delegation
Draft and final report
Discussion and adoption of report
Tentative programme of meetings for 1959 - Note by Exec. Sec.
Modification of Intersessional Procedures suggested by Working Party on Balance of Payments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Note by the Exec. Sec. on organization of business</td>
<td>I/868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion 13th Session appointment of Working Party on Organization</td>
<td>SR.13/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Party membership and terms of reference</td>
<td>W.13/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal by the German delegation</td>
<td>W.13/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft and final report</td>
<td>W.13/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion and adoption of report</td>
<td>I/916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tentative programme of meetings for 1959 - Note by Exec. Sec.</td>
<td>SR.13/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification of Intersessional Procedures suggested by Working Party on Balance of Payments</td>
<td>I/931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Italian Assistance to exports of flour

Communication from Australian Government and request for inclusion of item on agenda of Intersess. C'ee 24 Sept. 58
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58, question referred to Panel for Conciliation (for membership see IC/SR.38, p.12)
Discussion 13th Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication from Australian Government and request for inclusion of item on agenda of Intersess. C'ee 24 Sept. 58</td>
<td>I/853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58, question referred to Panel for Conciliation (for membership see IC/SR.38, p.12)</td>
<td>IC/SR.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion 13th Session</td>
<td>SR.13/17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Italian Discrimination against imported agricultural Machinery

Discussion Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. – 2 May 58);
appointment of a Panel for Conciliation; membership
Report by the Panel for Conciliation and draft recommendation
Discussion 13th Session approval of recommendation
Settlement of United Kingdom complaint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. – 2 May 58); appointment of a Panel for Conciliation; membership</td>
<td>IC/SR.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report by the Panel for Conciliation and draft recommendation</td>
<td>L/833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion 13th Session approval of recommendation</td>
<td>SR.13/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement of United Kingdom complaint</td>
<td>SR.13/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Italian Measures in favour of domestic production of ships' plates

Communication by Government of Austria
Discussion 13th Session and settlement of difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication by Government of Austria</td>
<td>L/875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion 13th Session and settlement of difference</td>
<td>SR.13/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement of United Kingdom complaint</td>
<td>SR.13/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Italy: waiver to permit special customs treatment for goods from Libya

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58
Sixth Report 1958 by Libya
Sixth Report 1958 by Italy
Note by secretariat on Libya’s trade with Italy and other countries, in 1955, 56 and 57

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58</td>
<td>IC/SR.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Report 1958 by Libya</td>
<td>L/847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Report 1958 by Italy</td>
<td>L/858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note by secretariat on Libya’s trade with Italy and other countries, in 1955, 56 and 57</td>
<td>L/883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Italy: waiver to permit special customs treatment for goods from Libya (cont'd)

Discussion 13th Session and appointment of Working Party
Membership and terms of reference of Working Party
Application by Italy for extension and modification of Decision of 25 Nov. 55
Note submitted by Libyan delegation on Libya's export trade
Decision of 20 Nov. 58 extending the waiver

Japan

(see "Article XXXV...")

Laos: Application of the General Agreement

Discussion Intersess. C‘ee 24-26 Sept. 58
Discussion 13th Session

Latin American Economic Integration

Joint statement by delegations of Brazil and Chile
Statement by Leader of Brazilian delegation to 13th Session
Discussion 13th Session

Libya

(see "Italy waiver...")

Luxemburg: waiver from Article XI

Third annual report by Luxemburg under Decision of 3 Dec. 56
Marks of Origin

ICC suggestions
Draft recommendation
Discussion 13th Session
Appointment of Working Party
  Membership and terms of reference
  Draft report and recommendation
  Discussion, adoption of report and approval
  recommendation
  Report and recommendation as adopted

Meetings of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Exec. Sec.'s proposals for Intersessional Administration
of the Agreement
Note by the Exec. Sec. on organization of business
  Discussion 13th Session appointment of Working Party
  on Organization
  Working Party membership and terms of reference
  Proposal by the German delegation
  Draft and final report
  Discussion and adoption of report
  Tentative programme of meetings for 1959 - Note by
  Exec. Sec.
  Discussion
  Approval of programme of meetings
  Programme of meetings for 1959

Ministers, attendance of at Sessions of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES

Ministerial meeting 13th Session

Proposed agenda
Discussion Intersess. C'ee and Decision re
  convocation of meeting and recommended Agenda
List of statements by Ministers on Trends in
  International Trade

*English only
Nationality of imported goods

Discussion 13th Session (deferred to 14th Session) SR.13/6

New Zealand: waiver from Article II
(see "Schedule XIII (New Zealand)"

Nicaragua - El Salvador Free-Trade Area

Seventh Annual Report 1958 Discussion 13th Session L/873 SR.13/14

Nordic Economic Cooperation: Plans for

Joint statement by the delegations of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden to the 13th Session SR.13/20, L/938

Observer representation

Note by Exec. Sec. on observer representation 13th Session IC/W/82

Origin of goods

(see "Marks of...", "Nationality...")

Overseas Territories: Association of with European Economic Community

(see "European Economic Community...")

Panels for Conciliation

(see also "French assistance...", "Italian assistance to ...", "Italian discrimination against...")

Procedures adopted by Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr., 2 May 58) for nomination of panels IC/SR.38
Panel of Experts
(see "International trade...")

Peruvian import charges

Statement by Peruvian representative to Intersess, C'ee 3-4 June 58, and text of provisions of Laws and Decree
Discussion and recommendation
Communication from Peruvian Government dated 12 June 58
Further increase in import charges
Recommendation of Intersess, C'ee, 4 June 58
Discussion 13th Session, appointment of Group of Experts
Communication from Peruvian Government
Draft decision proposed by Chairman
Decision of 21 Nov. 58

Professional Equipment and Packing Materials,
Facilities for Temporary Admission of

Draft recommendations of International Chamber of Commerce
Discussion 13th Session (consideration deferred until 14th Session)

Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols

General
Status on 24 Sept. '58
Discussion Intersess, C'ee
Status on 1 Nov. 58

Agreement on the Organization for Trade Cooperation
Status on 24 Sept. '58
Status on 1 Nov. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature
Draft resolution
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 extending time-limit for signature until two weeks after opening of 15th Session

IC/W/76
IC/SR.41
I/904
IC/W/76
I/904
SR.13/18
W.13/59
SR.13/21, I/942
Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols (cont'd)

Protocol Amending Part I and Articles XXIX and XXX

Status on 24 Sept. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature until close of Session, agreed
Status on 1 Nov. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature
Draft resolution:
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 extending time-limit for signature until two weeks after opening of 15th Session

Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III

Status on 24 Sept. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature until close of Session, agreed
Status on 1 Nov. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature
Draft resolution:
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 extending time-limit for signature until two weeks after opening of 15th Session

Protocol of Organizational Amendments

Status on 24 Sept. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature until close of Session, agreed
Status on 1 Nov. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature
Draft resolution:
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 extending time-limit for signature until two weeks after opening of 15th Session

Protocol of Rectification to the French Text

Status on 24 Sept. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature until close of Session, agreed
Status on 1 Nov. 58
Discussion 13th Session on extension of time-limit for signature
Draft resolution:
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 extending time-limit for signature until two weeks after opening of 15th Session

IC/W/76
SR.13/10
L/904
SR.13/18
W.13/59
SR.13/21, L/942
SR.13/21, L/942
SR.13/21, L/942
SR.13/10
L/904
SR.13/18
W.13/59
SR.13/21, L/942
SR.13/10
L/904
SR.13/18
W.13/59
SR.13/21, L/942
Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols (cont'd)

Eighth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
(see "Rectifications..."

Ninth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
(see "Rectifications...")

Ninth Protocol of Supplementary Concessions

Finland and F.R. Germany - opening for signature and text of Protocol

Publications

Publication in photo-offset edition of Trade Intelligence
Paper No. 6 "The Possible Impact of the European Economic Community, in particular the Common Market, upon World Trade"

United States publication of Text of the General Agreement as amended by Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III and the Procès-Verbal of Rectification concerning that Protocol

Decision by Exec. Sec. re publication of 1957 Annual Report in shortened form (without Part I) and change of title

Quantitative restrictions

German import restrictions

Note Verbale transmitted by Fed. Gov't on maintenance of import restrictions

German statement on continued application of Marketing Laws

Discussion Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. - 2 May 58), reconstitution of 12th Session Working Party Membership, terms of reference

Report

Adoption of report and recommendation by Intersess. C'ee (2 May 58)

Recommendation

Statement by German Representative

Report by Intersess. C'ee Section 1(d)

Discussion 13th Session

L/799

L/807

IC/SR.38, Corr.1

IC/W.70

IC/3/72, L/821

IC/SR.38

L/817

L/818

L/886

SR.13/13, Corr.1, 14, 20
Quantitative restrictions (cont'd)

German import restrictions (cont'd)

German requests for concurrence under the "Hard-core" Decision of 5 March 1955 re certain non-agricultural products Consultations under provisions of Article XXII concerning maintenance of import restrictions W.13/33, SR.13/20 SR.13/20, L/949

Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments

Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions

Appointment 13th Session, membership and terms of reference SR.13/21

General

Finland, modification of restrictions L/765, Corr.1
New Zealand, modification of restrictions L/790
Australia, statement by Minister for Trade on changes in import licensing L/810
South Africa, announcement made 28 Apr. 1958 L/824
Australia - statement by Minister for Trade L/846

Appointment of Working Party on Balance of Payments, 13th Session SR.13/6
Membership and terms of reference W.13/9
Working Papers W.13/2, 9, 14, 32, 34, 35, 36, 53, 54, SR.13/6, 8, 16, 21 SR.13/8
Discussion L/915, Add.1, 931
Working Party reports SR.13/21
Adoption of reports

Intensification of import restrictions under Article XII: 4(a)

New Zealand

Modification of restrictions L/790
Discussion Intersess. C'vee (14 Feb. 1958), IC/SR.37
appointment of Working Party, membership
Report of the Working Party on Consultations
with New Zealand L/816
Discussion 13th Session; adoption of report SR.13/8

* English only
Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments (cont'd)

Consultations under Articles XII:4(b)

Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Balance of Payments; membership, terms of reference
Proposed arrangements and procedures for consultations
Draft and final report on arrangements and procedures for consultations, Plan of discussion (Annex I)
Discussion 13th Session, adoption of report and Plan of discussion
Appointment of Committee on Balance-of-Payments
Restrictions, membership and terms of reference

Consultations under Article XIV:1(g)

Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Balance of Payments
Membership and terms of reference
Results of IMF consultations
Draft and final report on consultations with Australia
Draft and final report on consultations with Ceylon
Draft and final report on consultations with Ghana
Draft and final report on consultations with Malaya
Draft and final report on consultations with Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Adoption of Working Party Reports

New Zealand

Discussion Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr.- 2 May '58),
appointment of Working Party
Report of Working Party
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Balance of Payments
Adoption of Working Party report

United Kingdom

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 9-10 July 58; authority granted to postpone Article XIV consultations until Article XII consultations in 1959
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Balance of Payments
Results of IMF consultations
Statement by United Kingdom delegation

Discussion 13th Session
Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments (cont'd)

Review of import restrictions under Articles XII:1(8) and XVIII:12(b)
Draft notes on restrictions in individual countries for Review
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Balance of Payments; membership, terms of reference
Review deemed to incorporate the Ninth Annual Review under Article XIV:1(g)
Preliminary draft prepared by secretariat for Review
Final report of Working Party
Discussion 13th Session, adoption

Rectifications and Modifications: Eighth Protocol of

Note on submission of lists of proposed rectifications and modifications
Cuba - items submitted
Sweden - adoption of Brussels Nomenclature and submission of draft "Single" Schedule XXX
Norway - transposition of specific into ad valorem duties resulting from adoption of Brussels nomenclature
Greece - nullification of 1955 agreement between Greece and Turkey re modification of concessions in both Schedules
Ceylon - transposition of Schedule
Appointment of Working Party on Schedules, 13th Session
Membership and terms of reference
Working paper
Note by Norwegian delegation on conversion of specific duties
Greece - proposed modification to 7th Prot. and inclusion in 8th Protocol of Rectifs. and Modifs.
Recommendation on authority for Norway to negotiate under Article XXVIII:4
Discussion 13th Session, approval of recommendation
Draft and final report
Adoption of report, approval of recommendations
Rectifications and Modifications: Ninth Protocol of

Procedures for opening for signature recommended by
. Working Party on Schedules, 13th Session

Restrictive Business Practices

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58 -
Executive Secretary instructed to prepare
documentation for 13th Session

Note by Exec. Sec. - texts of Arts. 85-90 of
EEC Treaty

Proposal by Norwegian delegation for appointment of
a Working Party and draft resolution

Revised draft resolution - Norwegian proposal

Discussion 13th Session

Revision of draft resolution

Decision to appoint a Group of Experts

Resolution of 5 Nov. 58

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Federation of

Trade agreement negotiated with Canada
" " " South Africa

Request to Intersess. C'ee 9-10 July 58
for extension of time-limit in Decision of
3 Dec. 55 to complete negotiations with
Australia

Report by Federation and request for extension of
time-limit in Decision of 3 Dec. 55 for
completion of negotiations with Australia
and Portugal

Discussion 13th Session

Draft decision

Approval of decision as amended by Chairman

Decision of 20 Nov. 58 extending time-limit in
Decision of 3 Dec. 55

Rome: Treaty of

(see "European Economic Community...")

Rules of Procedure for Sessions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Discussion 13th Session, amendment to Rule 10
re term of office of Chairman and Vice-Chairman
Saar

(see "Franco-German Treaty on...")

Samples and Advertising Materials, Convention on

Report on ratifications and accessions
Report by Exec. Sec. on status of

Schedules: consolidated text of

Legal status of consolidated schedules -
recommendation by Working Party on Schedules,
13th Session
Unofficial consolidation of schedules -
recommendation by Working Party on Schedules,
13th Session
Discussion 13th Session, approval of recommenda-
tions

Schedules: continued application of

Declaration on the Continued Application of
Schedules
Status on 24 Sept. 58
Status on 1 Nov. 58

Schedule I (Australia)

Request for authority to renegotiate items in
Schedule I; authority granted by Intersess. C'ee
9-10 July 58
Request to renegotiate, discussion Intersess. C'ee
24-26 Sept. 58, authority granted
Request for authority to enter into renegotiations,
authority granted 13th Session

Schedule II (Benelux)

Withdrawal of items negotiated with China in
Section C (Netherlands New Guinea) under
Article XXVII

Schedule VI (Ceylon)

Transposition of Schedule to Nomenclature of
Standard International Trade Classification

L/731/Add.2,3,4
L/857,Rev.1
I/934
I/934
SR.13/21
I0/W/76
I/904
IC/SR.40,Corr.1-2,Add.1
IC/SR.41
SR.13/13
I/658/Add.1
L/852
Schedule IX (Cuba)

Items submitted for inclusion in Eighth Protocol of Rectifs. and Modifs.  
I/829, Corr.1

Schedule XIII (New Zealand)

Discussion 13th Session on New Zealand request for extension of time-limit of Decision of 30 November  
57 waiving obligations under Article II and authorizing renegotiations under Article XXVIII  
SR.13/7  
Draft decision for extension  
W.13/31  
Discussion and approval  
SR.13/15  
Decision of 10 November 1958 extending time-limit for renegotiation  
I/910

Schedule XIV (Norway)

Transposition of specific into ad valorem duties resulting from adoption of Brussels nomenclature  
L/856, Add.1  
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Schedules  
SR.13/5  
Note by Norwegian delegation on conversion of specific duties  
W.13/15  
Recommendation by Working Party on Schedules, 13th Session, on authority to renegotiate under Article XXVIII:4  
I/913  
Discussion 13th Session, approval of recommendation  
SR.13/16  
Authority for renegotiation under Article XXVIII:4  
I/856/Add.2

Schedule XVI (Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland)

Results of negotiations under Article XXVIII with Italy, Norway and Sweden  
I/796

Schedule XIX (United Kingdom)

Withdrawal under Article XXVII of concession initially negotiated with China  
I/786

Schedule XX (United States)

Clinical thermometers - increase in bound duty  
L/803, Add.1, Corr.1  
Request to renegotiate two items; authority granted by Intersess. C'ee 9-10 July 58  
IC/SR.40, Corr.1, L/837  
Hatters' fur, item 1520 - restoration of concession  
L/851  
Lead and zinc - quota restrictions imposed on imports of  
L/859
Schedule XXII (Denmark)

Request by Denmark to renegotiate certain items -
authority granted by Intersess. C'ee (14 Apr. - 2 May 58) IC/SR.38
Request for authority to enter into renegotiations;
authority granted 13th Session SR.13/16

Schedule XXIV (Finland)

Results of negotiations with F.R. of Germany L/911

Schedule XXV (Greece)

Transposition of tariff to Brussels Nomenclature L/787
Annulment of 1955 agreement between Turkey and Greece
re modification of concessions in both Schedules L/861
Proposed modification to 7th Prot. of Rectifs. and
Modifs. by inclusion in 8th Prot. of Rectifs. and
Modifs. W.13/27

Schedule XXX (Sweden)

Request for authority to negotiate certain items under
Article XXVIII:4 L/848, Add.1
Adoption of Brussels Nomenclature and submission of
"Single" Schedule XXX L/849
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58; authority
granted to renegotiate IC/SR.41
Request for authority to enter into renegotiations;
authority granted 13th Session SR.13/21
Withdrawal under Article XXVII of concessions initially
negotiated with Colombia, Philippines and China L/950

Schedule XXXII (Austria)

Transposition of tariff to Brussels Nomenclature -
statement by Austrian Government L/813
Porcelain - Action under Art. XIX, temporary increase
of rates L/863

Schedule XXXIII (Federal Republic of Germany)

Results of negotiations with Finland L/911

Schedule XXXVII (Turkey)

Annulment of 1955 agreement between Greece and Turkey
re modification of concessions in both Schedules L/861
Proposed modification to 7th Prot. of Rectifs. and
Modifs. by inclusion in 8th PRM W.13/27
State-trading enterprises: Article XVII

1958 Notifications pursuant to Decision of 22 Nov. 58
Notifications submitted by Australia, Austria, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, India, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Rhodesia/
Nyasaland, South Africa, Sweden

Supplementary notification by France
Discussion 13th Session on adequacy of notifications;
referred to Panel
Draft terms of reference for Panel
Appointment of Panel on Subsidies and State-Trading
Membership and terms of reference

Subsidies: notifications under Article XVI

General
Request for submission of notifications and
relevant information for review of provisions
of Article XVI
Notifications submitted by Austria, Finland,
Norway, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Sweden and
United Kingdom
Discussions Intorsess. C'ee
Consolidation of notifications submitted
Discussion 13th Session on adequacy of notifications;
referred to Panel
Draft terms of reference for Panel
Appointment of Panel on Subsidies and State-Trading
Membership and terms of reference
Invitation to submit additional information

Surplus disposal
Statement of activities of FAO in this field
Discussion 13th Session

Switzerland

(see "Tariff negotiations...")
Tariff Negotiations Committee: Brazil

Information for delegations
Distribution of documents
List of offices
List of representatives
Opening of negotiations
Security arrangements
Proceedings of eighth meeting 17 Feb. 58
" " ninth " 12 Mar. 58
" " tenth " 9 May 58
Note by secretariat on arrangements to give effect to
results of negotiations (draft decision and protocol)
Proceedings of 11th meeting 23 June 58
Proceedings of twelfth meeting 10 July 58
Discussion Intercess, C'ee 10 July 58 and extension of
time-limit of negotiations until 31 July 59
Decision extending time-limit in Decision of 16 Nov. 56
Proceedings of 13th meeting 30 Sept. 58
Proceedings of 14th meeting 6 Oct. 58 and text of draft
Protocol
Amendments to draft Protocol
Proceedings of 15th meeting, 18 Nov. 58
Report by Chairman of Committee to CONTRACTING PARTIES
Discussion 13th Session, approval of Protocol relating
to establishment of new Schedule III Brazil and opening
date for signature

Tariff negotiations: accession of Switzerland

Submission of tariffs and statistics
Opening of negotiations - note by Exec. S.c.
Provisional list of delegation offices
Information for delegations
Negotiating teams of the Swiss delegation
List of representatives
Proceedings of first meeting (20 May 58)
Note on progress and conclusion of negotiations
Proceedings of second meeting (15 Aug. 58)

* English only
Tariff negotiations: (accession of Switzerland)(cont'd)

Draft Decision on participation of Switzerland in 13th Session
Discussion Intersess. C'ee 15 Oct. 58
Decision of 16 Oct. 58
Draft declaration for provisional accession and
draft resolution for participation in work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
Proceedings of third meeting
Amendments to draft declaration and resolution
Proceedings of fourth and fifth meetings
Draft resolution submitted to CONTRACTING PARTIES for approval
Report of Tariff Negotiations Committee
Draft resolution submitted to CONTRACTING PARTIES for approval
Resolution of 22 Nov. 58 on participation in work of CONTRACTING PARTIES

Tariff reduction: Plans for
(see "International Trade: Committee I...")

Territories to which the General Agreement is applied
(See "Article XXVI... Application of the General Agreement")

Thirteenth Session

Arrangements for - note by Exec. Sec. (invitation by Japan)
Intersess. C'ee (14 April - 2 May 58) discussion on arrangements for
Note by Exec. Sec. on seating arrangements
Discussion and approval, Intersess. C'ee 24-26 Sept. 58
Seating arrangements for 13th Session
Order of business

Discussion Intersess. C'ee 15 Oct. 58
Distribution of documents
Information for delegations
List of offices of delegations and secretariat

* English only
Thirteenth Session (cont'd)

List of representatives
Status of credentials of representatives
Summary Records of Session
Closing date of Session

Trade in primary commodities: particular difficulties connected with

Report by Chairman of ICCICA, 13th Session
Discussion 13th Session
Appointment of Working Party on Commodities
Membership and terms of reference
Note submitted by International Chamber of Commerce on futures markets
Draft and final report of Working Party
Adoption of report, appointment of Working Party on Commodities to meet prior to 15th Session
Working Party on Commodities, membership and terms of reference

Trainee Scheme
(see "Fellowship programme")

Transport insurance: freedom of contract in

Note by International Chamber of Commerce
Memorandum by United States delegation
Discussion 13th Session
Draft recommendation for limitation of restrictions by Norwegian delegation
Discussion 13th Session

Trends in international trade
(see "International trade...")

Twelfth Session

Index to summary records of

INF/51
United Kingdom waiver - dependent overseas territories

Fourth annual report (1958)
Discussion 13th Session

United Kingdom waiver regarding items in Schedule XIX not traditionally admitted

Fifth annual report (1958)
Discussion 13th Session

United States: modification of a concession on clinical thermometers
(see "Article XIX...")

United States: quota restrictions on imports of lead and zinc
(see "Article XIX...")

United States: spring clothespins - increase in bound duty
(see "Article XIX...")

United States: restrictions on dairy products
(see also "United States: waiver in connexion with Section 22...")

Complaint by the Netherlands - authorization to the Netherlands to suspend obligations on imports of wheat flour

United States: waiver in connexion with Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act

Harsh or rough cotton - Acceptance by President of Tariff Commission recommendation to removal quota on
Tung nuts - Tariff Commission recommends quota restriction
Fourth Annual Report by the United States (1958)
under the Decision of 5 March 1955
Discussion 13th Session, referred to Working Party on Agricultural Waivers
Membership and terms of reference
Draft and final report
Adoption of report and authorization to Netherlands to suspend obligations on imports of wheat flour
Derestricion of Fourth Annual Report (L/862)
Valuation for customs purposes

Communication from Pakistan on abolition of fixed values

Waivers

(see "Australian...", "Belgium...", "European Coal and Steel...", "Hard-core...", "Luxembourg...", "Peruvian...", "Rhodesia and Nyasaland...", "Schedule XIII (New Zealand)...", "United Kingdom...", "United States...")

Yugoslavia: relations between CONTRACTING PARTIES and

Communication from Government of Yugoslavia
Discussion 13th Session
Statement by Assistant Secretary of State in the Committee for Foreign Trade of Yugoslavia
Discussion
Proposed terms of reference for Working Party
Appointment of Working Party
Working Party on Relations with Yugoslavia, membership and terms of reference

L/830
L/870
SR.13/11
L/879
SR.13/14, Corr.1
W.13/48
SR.13/17
L/926